Acts of Jesus, Lesson 37: Paul was Not an Evolutionist, Part 3

"Through unknown chemicals in the primordial past through Unknown processes which no longer exist produced Unknown life forms which are not to be found but could, through Unknown reproduction methods spawn new life in an Unknown atmospheric composition in an Unknown oceanic soup at an Unknown time and place"??

Is this the way life on earth began?? This is the only teaching allowed in our public schools on the origin of life.

- How important is this issue? As important as:
  - “Is there a God?”
  - “Is there morality?”
- If Creation is true = all answer to the Creator and His rules.
- If Evolution is true = We are biological accident who emerged by chance, and, therefore, right and wrong are relative.
- Humans are just animals and aborting unwanted cats is no different than aborting unwanted children.
- There is no moral distinction between killing a human or a housefly.

I have a question for Evolutionists, why don’t they believe and follow their own stuff?

- Prolonging life medically of the genetically less endowed works against survival of the fittest.
- The battle against the extinction of any species should immediately cease since by destroying other species we prove we are the highest evolved.
- The evolutionist while claiming to be intellectual is not really thinking. Maybe he should try and explain how we evolved a conscience in the first place!!!

Fruits: Hitler and the third Reich

- According to the tenets of Evolution, the Aryan race had not only the right but the obligation to exterminate all other races for the best survival of the species.
- We should applaud him for carrying evolution to its natural end -- Survival of the Fittest!!!!

1. Someone might say, "There ought to be a law against evolution". Actually, there is a law against it -- 2nd Law of Thermodynamics. Otherwise known as the Law of Entropy = 2nd of three laws of our physical world.
   - It says that everything is going from a state of order to disorder, highly useful energy to useless energy.
   - It agrees with an upholds the biblical principle called the curse: Rom. 8:20-21.
   - Something organized degenerates into something unorganized and Random and it never goes the other way.
   - Evolution would have you believe the opposite: it would have you believe that order came from disorder.
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- The Big Bang is a heralded Evolutionary belief in how all this started and is also a direct contradiction to this immutable law of thermodynamics.
- In an explosion, things follow the 2nd law perfectly – they go from a state of order to disorder.
- When was the last time you saw an explosion create order?

Evolutionists would have you believe there was an exception to this law that started all this, "Given enough time anything might be possible" Is their philosophy

- Evolution would have you believe that time plus chance produces Order and complexity.
- Real science (that which is observable, repeatable, says that time plus chance produces disorder and degeneration.

2. Darwin, who wrote his “Origin of Species” in 1859 long before modern microbiology, wrote this commentary on his theory:

“If it could be demonstrated that any complex organ existed which could not possibly have been formed by numerous, successive, slight modifications, my theory would absolutely break down.”

- Stephen Jay Gould (paleontologist and evolutionist) – “Of what use are imperfect incipient stages of useful systems. What good is a half a jaw or wing.”
- The evidence and good science points to animals that were created instantaneously not over millions of years of mistakes. for that
- Created not by blind forces, but by a Force that was and is infinitely intelligent to Whom we all will answer one day.